Do you understand why people
follow you on Twitter?
Last Friday, as I was checking my @mentions on Twitter, I
found the following tweet:

This tweet came from a mobile app
developer and it seems to be trying to shame me into a follow.
(BTW, according to its website: “Tweepdash helps you to
distinguish mutual followers and people who are not sharing
the love. It’s very tedious and mind-numbingly boring to sort
out your Twitter list. Tweepdash gives a quick overview of
your total Twitter community.”)
Why haven’t I followed this particular Twitter user, or as
Tweepdash claims, why am I not “sharing the love?”
Well, for one, I have zero interest in or love for the user’s
product and even less in the user’s Twitter stream. Also,
this user has never, ever interacted with me on Twitter other
than to follow me (meaning that he/she/it? has not ever retweeted anything, or asked me a question, or anything). So, in
Tweepdash language, this user has not shown any love for me.
Lastly, I don’t automatically follow anybody back.
My “following rules” are these:
Follow people and organizations with whom/which I have a
personal connection.
Follow those with good content in areas that I am

interested in (read my profile on Twitter if you want to
see what some of those are).
Follow journalists who cover subjects I am interested
in.
Follow those who have interacted with me on Twitter
(other than simply following me) and with whom I have
built a “relationship.”
Why do people follow specific Twitter users? Because they are
getting something out of it; whether it be information,
furthering a connection or sharing an interest.
Following people just to get them to follow you is not a good
Twitter strategy. It shows that you don’t understand why
people use Twitter. It shows that you think all you have to
do is show up to the party. But hey, if you’ve ever been to a
large party, you know just showing up and not talking to other
people or being uninterested and/or uninteresting will lead to
you being all alone.
The bottom line is if you are trying to build a Twitter
following, start by understanding why people would follow you
on Twitter.
What are your thoughts? Do you automatically follow back?
Would you block users you don’t care for? And finally, what
would you do with the tweet I got?

